Professor. Manuscripts (1945–1968) of Mueller’s published and unpublished works in English and German, including philosophical treatises, a novel, a play, and poems; notes (1938–1963) from his philosophy classes; and newspaper clippings (1914–1942) of book reviews and other articles written by Mueller and others.

Box 1
Folder:
1   Notes on Philosophy of Education
2   Notes on Philosophy of Religion
3   Notes on Philosophy of History

Redrope Folder- Book Reviews by Mueller

Box 2
Contains 20 spiral notebooks

Redrope Folder- Hegel Manuscript: “The Man, His Vision, and Work”

Box 3
Folder:
1   Early Writings of Gustav E. Mueller
2   The Traveller Between Worlds: Letters to an American Lady
3   Dr. Brock or Political Love and Lovely Politics, A Comedy by Gustav Mueller
4   Notes on Philosophy of Literature
5   Notes on History of Philosophy

Box 4
Redrope Folder:
1   Origins and Dimensions (Part 1)
2   Origins and Dimensions (Part 2)
3   Origins and Dimensions (Miscellaneous chapters)
**Box 5**
Folder:
1. Newspaper clippings
2. Querschnitt: Gedichte und Doppelreime
3. The Logic of Philosophy (original manuscript)
4. Plato, the Founder of Philosophy as Dialectic

Three brown folders with articles by Mueller (written in German); one folder is titled “Articles on America”

**Box 6**
Redrope folder:
1. Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences
2. Hegel – Denkegeschichte Eines Lebendigen (Part 1)
3. Hegel – Denkegeschichte Eines Lebendigen (Part 2)

**Box 7**
Folder:
1. Dr. Brock or Political love and Lovely Politics
2. The Traveller Between Worlds: Letters to an American Lady
3. Is There Any Such Thing as Beauty and What Is It?
4. Xerox Copies of Articles, Book Reviews, Poetry by or About Gustav E. Mueller
5. Articles by Gustav E. Mueller (written in German)
6. Book Reviews
7. Xeroxed Book Reviews of Mueller’s Books
8. Reviews of Hegel – Denkegeschichte Eines Lebendigen

Redrope Folder – Instead of an Autobiography
Folder:
1. Instead of an Autobiography
2. Part 1: Second Week
Part 1: Third Week

Part 2: Looking Back

Documents

Appendix (includes a listing of publications by Mueller as well as a vita)

Bound volume – *Philosophy of Life: Introduction into Idealism*